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Installation for heart shape LED light

1.Arts List

Model Quantity Model Quantity

LED 30 Toggle Switches 1

Transistor -9013 4 Screw M2*20 2

Music IC-66T 1 Screw M2*10 1

Buzzer 1 Screw nut M2 6

Electrolytic capacitors -10uF 3 Acrylic Sheets- top 1

Resistor -180Ω 3 Acrylic Sheets- bottom 1

Resistor -22K 4 Acrylic Sheets- red 1

Battery Snap-CR2030 1 Acrylic Sheets -Support 1

Button Battery - CR2030 1 PCB 1

2.Circuit schematics
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3.Work Principles for circuits
The set consists of 30 LED lights, which are divided into three groups and placed with a pattern of heart, and

driven it with audio oscillator circuits, then the heart-shaped pattern of LED rotates and lights clockwise, and we
can also hear nice melody, which makes it especially dynamic in the night.

From the schematic diagram we can see that the 30 PIN lights are divided into three groups, when the power
is on, three audios will breakover one after another, but because of the difference of electrical component, only
one audio can breakover as the first one. Let’s assume Q1 is the first one in breakover, then D1 group lights,
Because Q1 is in breakover, the decline of its collector voltage could lead to the decrease of capacitance C2 on the
left, and it may close to 0V, because of no mutation on the two end of capacitor, so the base of Q2 will become
similar to 0V, Q2 stopped, so the LED lights on the group of D2 extinguished. At this time, the high voltage of Q2
simulates the increase of Q3 collectors through capacitance, and Q3 also starts the breakover rapidly, the LED
light of D3 lights up. Therefore, during this period, the collectors of both Q1 and Q3 are on low level. Both D1 and
D3 are lighten up, D2 died out. However, as the C2 is charging through the power with resistance R5, the base
voltage of Q2 increases gradually, but when it exceeds 0.7V, Q2 turns into the state of breakover from pause, and
the collectors’ voltage declines, D2 lights up. At the same time, the declined voltage of Q2 collectors also
stimulates the decline of base voltage of Q3 through capacitance, Q3 turns into pause from breakover, and its
collector’s voltage increases, and the LED lights from D3 died out. Then, the circuit turns into a circulation based
on the above process, 30 LED lights in the 3 groups light up in turn. Meanwhile, there are 20LED lights from 2
groups turn on. All these LED are placed in a heart-shape pattern in cross, and lights up in circulation, while
reaches and effect of flow visualization. The output music of U1 of musical audio Q4 drives the buzzer to make
sound.

4.Installation Manual
In order to make it convenient for users to install the outer shell, we need to place the components down

(horizontal installation) when we are installing the audio and capacitance to reduce the height of the
components.

a.Install the resistor: there is no anode and cathode
b.Install the audio and music ID, and then turn the audio to the direction of the circuit after welding, and lay it

down
c.Install the capacitor, the long pin is the anode, and the direction with shadow on the circuit board is

negative, so it also uses horizontal installation.
d.Install battery and buzzer. The opening of the battery cell faces against the lower part of the heart to make

it easy to install the battery. The long pin of the buzzer is the anode.
e. Install the toggle switch: the toggle switch is installed on the other side of the circuit, so it can control the

switch on the back side.
f. Install 30 LED, the long pin of the LED is the positive pole, so we can weld one pin first, and check whether it

is installed straightly, and then weld the other pin.
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g. Install the outer shell, and tear off the protective film on the Acrylic board, fix the red heart with screw,
fasten it on the circuit board and fix the rear panel with screw, so the circuit board can be placed between the
Acrylic board, meanwhile, installed the stand with screws, so it can be placed uprightly.
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